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Wacom Cintiq 16 Creative Pen Display dealsWacom Cintiq 16 Creative Pen... Wacom Cintiq 16 Creative Pen... The Wacom Cintiq 16 is one of Wacom's cheapest pen display tablets. The Wacom Cintiq 16, aimed at students, Intuos line-ending enthusiasts and creatives who can't justify the price of the Cintiq Pro, offers artists a cheaper way to master Wacom's standard drawing tools. Wacom Cintiq 16 Key
Specifications Screen Size: 15.6 inch Screen Resolution: 1920x1080 (Full HD) Display: 422 x 285 x 24.5mm / 16.6 x 11.2 x 1.0 inch Screen Technology: a-Si Active Matrix TFT LCD (IPS) Gama Colors: 72% NTSC (CIE1931) Typical Pen: Wacom Pro Pen 2 Pressure Levels: 8192 Weight: 1.9kg without optional stand Ports: HDMI/USB outIn years gone by Wacom has been the only real choice for artists
who want a drawing tablet or creative display – and the Cintiq series has always dominated the field. Fast forward to today and there are many options to consider in all price ranges, from the rarely heard about Artisul D13 across the spectrum to the Apple iPad Pro and Apple Pencil. The Wacom Cintiq 16 burst the market last year and it will be after a very specific audience, with the main feature being the
price. The 1920 x 1080 display, pro pen 2 color gamut and 72 percent are fairly standard features, but the Wacom Cintiq 16 offers 8,192 pressure sensitivity levels, the ability to use a newer 3D pro pen and very minimal parallax. At launch it was the cheapest in terms of displaying feathers, although now there is another option: Wacom One, which is aimed at beginners. Sitting between Wacom One and
Cintiq 22, the Cintiq 16 pen display costs $649.95/£529/€599.90. It's much cheaper than the same size Cintiq Pro 16 that will bring you back $1,499.96/ £1,399 / €1,599. It's also cheaper than the iPad Pro, which costs from $799/£769, but doesn't come with the Apple Pencil. It will cost another $99/£89; whereas the Cintiq 16 comes bundled with Wacom Pro Pen 2.Wacom's Cintiq 16 is less than half the cost
of the pro version Clearly, Wacom wants to take on the growing market for cheaper Wacom alternatives that has developed over the past few years: Huion, XP-Pen and so on. These companies produce excellent pen displays and graphics tablets, and have found loyal fans thanks to much cheaper prices. Wacom still doesn't win at the price of the Cintiq 16, but it has radically closed the gap - and has the
perfect Pro Pen 2 stylus up its sleeve. Most competitor feathers top out at 2,048 pressure sensitivity levels, compared to its 8,192.The display is 15.6-inches diagonal and has a screen resolution of 1,920 x 1,080 (Full HD). It has a TFT (thin-film transistor) liquid crystal display (LCD) and, instead of a etched glass screen, this one has an anti-reflective textured overlay. The impression on the screen is a very
personal choice, and if you love that slide on the glass feel that you have with models and iPad Pro, this model is not for you. Maybe it's not as bright as the Cintiq Pro, but it certainly had no problem under normal studio conditions. It has a color gamut of 72 percent as opposed to 94 percent (or more), as stated for the Cintiq Pro and the Artisul D16 pen display. This will certainly put a certain group of users
off, perhaps pro photographers or people working at the higher end of the design market. On the back of the cintiq there are inverted legs, which allow you to work at an angle of 19 degrees. As with the larger and pro model, there is no stand, but Wacom has created one for this range. There are no express keys in this model, and Wacom does not include an express key remote control, but it is compatible.
The Pro Pen 2 has always ensured sensitivity and build quality. As with most Wacom pens, you don't have to charge them and you can't say that about close competitors like Huion KAMVAS and, of course, any of the Apple Pencils. Huion started handing out two pens with the latest models, which would help, but without charge the pen will always be the gold standard. The Cintiq 16 works with a 3D pro
pen (sold separately) that is worth buying if you're doing a lot of 3D modeling and need an extra button. On the right side of the Pro Pen 3D there is a sliding pen holder that can store spare tips and a tool to remove them from the Pro Pen. The 8192 sensitivity levels are the same as in the Pro line. The excellent Pro Pen 2 has 8192 pressure sensitivity levels There is a single wire coming from the top of the
Cintiq, which makes the whole experience more timed than products with side connections. This single cable is divided into USB-A, HDMI and power cord. If you have a newer USB-C laptop or even a device with a display port, you'll need an HDMI adapter. There is only one power button in the upper right corner of the screen that keeps it away from accidentally pressing the button. Wacom Desktop Center
gives you access to brightness, contrast, and color temperature. This means that you can customize the screen to your personal preferences without buttons on your device, but you won't get a black level etched glass machine. The connection to one cable makes the Wacom Cintiq 16 tidy. It may be a deal-breaker for photographers and artists coming from the iPad, but digital sculptors using programs like
ZBrush won't worry about lacking touch. Using touch is great in Photoshop for zooming and rotating, but it won't be a problem for new creatives in the industry, especially when you consider the price spike to have this feature. Wacom has focused on creative professionals for over three decades. Before the release of this version, if you want to experiment with the Wacom pen display, you had to fork at a
pro-level price But the Wacom Cintiq 16 changed that. This model will appeal to artists who will soon be upgraded from Intuos, and possibly concept artists who don't worry too much about rbg gamut. Photographers and high-end designers may still think that the additional features of the Cintiq Pro line are necessary for them, but the price difference is huge. And it's not really a Cintiq Pro: you don't get
UHD resolution, multi-touch control, or so many connectivity options. It's not as portable as surface pro or iPad Pro. But the build quality seems similar, and for less than half the price of the 16-inch Pro version you get what looks like a very capable pen display. Importantly, you also get access to Wacom's standard drawing tools: these are displays that can be found in most animation and special effects
studios. If you're a creative professional in cash, the Wacom Cintiq 16 is definitely an option worth considering. Read also: Hand on: Dell XPS 13 (2019) review Don't forget: there are two parts to pack. Already go through a lot of effort to protect one (penis), but sometimes neglect the other (nuts). If you want to provide healthy sperm and a vibrant sex life, start showing her a little TLC, stat. Here's how.
KEEP THEM COOLA laptop on its knees raises the temp of the balls, which can harm sperm quality, fertility and sterility, a study has found. Set devices on the table, says MH urology advisor Larry Lipshultz, M.D. HIT THE SACKLess sleep means more stress hormones that can sap sperm production, says Tobias Kohler, M.D., M.P.H., F.A.C.S., professor of urology at Southern Illinois University. EYE
THEIR SIZEOLDER men with a testicular volume of 20 milliliters or more of heart risk problems, the Journal of Sexual Medicine reports the study. The authors claim that damage to blood vessels can become the size of the testicles. GET SAFE SNIPA vasectomy won't cause ED, a new study in the Journal of Sexual Medicine found. That is, if you do not have sex within 72 hours. Possible pain or bleeding
can leave you limp. MOVE YOUR PHONENumerous studies related cell phone exposure to reduce sperm count and quality. So keep your phone in the back pocket, not in front, says Dr. Lipshultz. KILL SPIDERSDilated veins in the skein, which are similar to spider veins, can cause infertility and shrinkage of the testicles, says Dr Kohler. Make an appointment with a urologist. This content is created and
handled by a third party and imported to this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content in piano.io Wacom has just revealed three new Cintiq digital art tablets... well, two new and the other kind of new. Their new flagship Cintiq is the 27QHD, and as it is in wacom, it comes with a larger, more expensive version of Touch. Bit 27
refers to the screen size in inches, so now you can with 13-inch, 22-inch, 24-inch and 27-inch Cintiqs.It comes A new ExpressKey Remote that can be placed anywhere on your screen or desk, giving you more choice in how you use customizable keyboard shortcuts. There are also more rack options, so you're hops less likely to get a crooked neck working on a masterpiece for hours. Of course, what really
matters is under the hood. There's more pressure sensitivity, a cool billion colors, and almost the entire Adobe color gamut that you can see on the screen. The Touch version offers this and, you know, touch technology too! We don't have in their hands yet, but based on the statistics it looks like it could be down to three inches. Three inches more screen real estate than Cintiq's previous flagship, the 24HD,
which was released two years ago, and enduring a high price tag. The Cintiq 27QHD is available for £1,800 and the touch version is priced at £2,100 and will be available from mid-January. This is to replace the previous Cintiq 24HD models, which are likely to be out of production. Companion 2 is the same as his younger brother as 27 is to 24. Again, it looks like a Windows 8 PC, so you have a full Cintiq
specification without connecting to your PC or Mac.With extra pressure sensitivity and new tilt recognition, The Cintiq Companion 2 Pro Pen also promises to be more like a real brush/pen/marker, especially when combined with apps from Adobe, Autodesk, Corel, Smith Micro and Pixologic.Time will tell you if hands-on reveals any revellers feasting on functionality, but for now, Cintiq completes with plenty
of cash to spare can enjoy in these three new high-tech toys. Like this? Read these! Reg
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